PLANT THE PLANET GAMES

RUNNING ORDER

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 20TH, 2022

10 AM
- RFUEA GATES OPEN - Entrance is at Gate B. This is the entrance for Soccer arena and the Alpha Fit gym. Look out for a banner just after Ligi Ndogo.

10.30 AM
- MC BRIAN TYERS, GAA COMMENTATOR AT TG4 WELCOMES CROWD AND TEAMS, AND OPENS THE GAMES!!
- WARM-UP, MUSIC, NATIONAL ANTHEM

10.50 AM - 12 PM
- MATCH 1 – FOOTBALL!!
- HALF TIME ADDRESS FROM IRISH AMBASSADOR TO KENYA, FIONNUALA QUINLAN, AND FROM BRIGHTER COMMUNITIES WORLDWIDE

12.10 PM
- FUN & INTERACTIVE FOOTBALL GAMES WITH CROWD
- MUSIC

12.30 - 13:40
- MATCH 2 – HURLING!!
- HALF TIME ADDRESS FROM MIRIAM CHEROGONY, (SELF HELP AFRICA KENYA COUNTRY DIRECTOR) & TOM PARSONS (CEO GAELIC PLAYERS ASSOCIATION)
- MUSIC & DANCING WITH TOMÁS O SÉ
- FUN & INTERACTIVE HURLING GAMES
- MUSIC

14:00
- ADDRESS FROM ALAN KERINS (WARRIORS FOR HUMANITY FOUNDER)

14:45
- END OF THE PLANT THE PLANET GAMES

Refreshments available for purchase
Face painting and games for children
Alan Kerins
Galway

Grace Walsh
Kilkenny

Stefan Okunbor
Kerry

Ashling Thompson
Cork

Paul Murphy
Kilkenny

Clare Owens
Leitrim

Jenny Rodgers
Westmeath

Neil Collins
Roscommon

Neil McManus
Antrim

Orla Cronin
Cork

Podge Collins
Clare

Paddy Burke
Antrim

Tom Morrissey
Limerick

Libby Coppinger
Cork

Matt O’Hanlon
Wexford

Conor Meyler
Tyrone

Conor Moynagh
Cavan

Ciara Tallon
Kildare
Aidan O’Shea
Mayo

Tom Parsons
Mayo

Jack O’Connor
Wexford

Laura Treacy
Cork

Boldu Sayeh
Westmeath

Clara Murphy
Kerry

Darren Morrissey
Galway

Sean Finn
Limerick

Tomas Ó Sé
Kerry

Mickey Quinn
Longford

Cathy Mee
Limerick

Jane Adams
Antrium

Brian Carroll
Offaly

Liam Óg McGovern
Wexford

Shane Walshe
Galway

Cathy Mee
Limerick
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